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Four KBC Sports Leadership
Workshops Conducted
PSD, in collaboration with PRIA (Society for
Participatory Research in Asia) and MFF
(Martha Farrell Foundation), delivered the KBC
Phase 2 Sports Leadership Workshop across 4
locations in Delhi (Najafgarh) and Uttar
Pradesh (Cholapur, Chitrakoot and Banda).
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PSD initiates KBC Phase 2 Sports
Leadership Workshops
PSD has developed a Sports Leadership
Workshop as part of Phase 2 of the Kadam
Badhate
Chalo
(KBC) program
being
implemented in partnership with PRIA and MFF.
The workshop is designed to help the youth
demonstrate leadership within their own
communities, by providing them the skills,
knowledge and confidence to become sports
trainers.

WATCH: Impact of Sports Activities
in KBC Program in Panipat, Haryana

The workshops were all held in January on the
following dates: in Najafgarh from 6th to 8th,
Cholapur from 16th to 18th, Chitrakoot from 20th
to 22nd and Banda from 23rd to 25th. A total of
144 youth participated across the 4 locations,
with equal number of girls and boys.

Click Here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cw
0xi2s4SWM

New Team Members

The workshop will help the youth leaders to
utilize sports to mobilize community members
and other youth to become a part of the KBC
movement, as well as raise awareness on the
issues of gender based violence.

PSD assists KVM School in BBSR
to conduct Sports Day
The PSD team in Bhubaneswar assisted the
Kalinga Vidya Mandira (KVM) school, one of
the centres part of the Community Sports
Program, in organizing their Annual Sports Day
on the 13th and 14th of January.

The workshops provided the youth with a
practical understanding of the steps to
conduct a game, including ensuring the
participants taking away learning outcomes
from the games. Moreover, they learnt the
importance of communication, planning and
organization while conducting these games as
well as their roles and responsibilities as a
trainer. The youth were also taken through
many of the games practically, and provided
games manuals as resources for the future.
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Vishnu’s Story – KBC Najafgarh, Delhi
Vishnu, who earlier used
to be a gunda (local
thug) and carried a
handmade pistol along
with him, joined the KBC
program to make a
change at a personal
level.
Vishnu was hesitant at the start of the sports
leadership workshop in interacting with the
other youth. But his interest in the workshop
made him display tremendous leadership skills,
which he exemplified at the end by superbly
leading a sports session for 20 youth.
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KVM’s Annual Sports Day saw the participation
of children from LKG to Class 7, with a total
number of 320 children (48% Girls & 52% Boys)
taking part in various sports competition.

